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Behold a Pale Horse Summary & Study 

Guide includes comprehensive information 

and analysis to help you understand the 

book.  

This detailed literature summary also 

contains Topics for Discussion on Behold 

a Pale Horse by William Cooper (novelist).  

William Cooper offers a lengthy analysis of 

the state of global events, presenting 

information, which he claims is secretly 

held by governments. Cooper argues that 

numerous secret societies exist, which 

were organized into a single massive 

society c. 1953; that a Secret Government, 
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which controls everything, was established 

shortly after World War II; that the 

government seeks to eliminate population 

through various means and that extra-

terrestrial intelligent life exists and often 

visits earth. In addition, Cooper offers 

auto-biographical information and proffers 

a plethora of putative facts regarding the 

massive and systematic disinformation 

campaign waged upon the public by those 

in power. 

The text is comprised of materials from a 

variety of source; much of the contents are 

facsimile reproductions of disparate 
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documents including letters, articles from 

newspapers and magazines, declassified 

government documents, legal proceedings, 

public documents and photographs. In 

addition, the text contains several, lengthy 

articles written at various times by Cooper; 

many of these articles were originally 

printed elsewhere, and some of them are 

addresses delivered to various groups. All 

of these various materials are presented 

with additional up-to-date commentary by 

Cooper. The arrangement of the text is 

confused, however, and much of the 

material presented appears largely or 
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wholly irrelevant to the text's principle 

themes. The bulk of Cooper's textual 

theses are found in Chapters 2 and 12, 

while Chapters 5 and 9 supply tangential 

information. Most of the remaining 

chapters present documents that are 

largely unrelated or unimportant. The 

foreword presents autobiographical 

information about Cooper and is probably 

the most lucid segment of the text. 

In brief, Cooper's thesis appears to be that 

shortly after World War II, the United 

States government established a Secret 

Government, which persists until the 
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present time. The Secret Government is 

the actual controlling power of global 

politics and has the single goal of 

establishing a global, totalitarian socialist 

state—a modified version of Nazi 

Germany's Fascism. Since time 

immemorial, various secret societies have 

existed; they are all based upon the 

worship of the Biblical Lucifer, and the 

members of these societies seek personal 

knowledge or illumination—hence they are 

collectively referred to as the Illuminati. 

After World War II, all of the disparate 

secret societies were brought together in a 
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single organizational structure known as 

the Bilderberg Group. The exact nature of 

the relationship between the Bilderberg 

Group and the Secret Government is 

difficult and obscure; the fact, however, is 

that both groups have similar goals and 

strategies and both groups are heavily 

infiltrated by members of the other group. 

In most of the text, Cooper seems to 

suggest that the two groups are, in fact, 

the same organization. Finally, the 

existence of UFOs and alien life forms was 

established shortly after World War II. 

Realizing that such knowledge would 
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cause widespread panic the government 

decided to keep it secret. Vast networks of 

bases and entire organizations of 

personnel were subsequently organized to 

contain the alien situation, and political 

treaties were signed with alien nations. 

Today, the Secret Government seeks to 

dominate the alien presence and carry out 

its secret program of world domination. 

In brief, the text is incredible, the many 

allegations undocumented, and the 

constant vituperation of public officials is 

offensive. For example, Cooper denigrates 

Pope John Paul II as a Nazi poison-gas 
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salesman, who helped engineer HIV and 

deliberately distributed the virus in 

vaccinations. All of this is confounded by a 

confused textual development and 

seriously hampered by the haphazard 

compilation of the book. Finally, the total 

lack of credible supporting documentation 

or other evidence leads to the inescapable 

conclusion that the book is a hate-inspired 

and inflammatory work of ignorable fiction, 

designed to arouse fear and spread hatred. 
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Foreword Summary and Analysis 

The lengthy foreword offers an 

autobiographical summarization of 

significant events from Cooper's life 

experiences. It is a rather haphazard 

presentation of personal demographics 

data and anecdotal experiences. The 

intent of the Preface is twofold—to 

demonstrate the seriousness of the 

problem facing the United States of 

America, and to establish Cooper as a 

reliable authority and frequent eye-witness 

to bizarre occurrences presented 

throughout the text. 
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Cooper gives a rather complete recounting 

of his ancestry and offers some basic data 

about his own life. He was born May 6, 

1943, and came from a family with a 

history of military service. His father was 

strict; his mother a Southern 'lady.' He was 

the oldest of three children, with fraternal, 

twin siblings. He gives brief life histories of 

his family members including marriages 

and children.   

Chapter 1 "Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter 1 presents a document entitled 

'TOP SECRET - Silent Weapons for Quiet 
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Wars - An introductory programming 

manual - Operations Research - Technical 

Manual - TM-SW7905.1;' Cooper re-titles 

the document 'The Illuminati's declaration 

of War upon the people of America' and 

notes that it was dated May 1979. Cooper 

explains that the document was found 

inside a used, photocopy machine, which 

was purchased as surplus property in 

1986. According to Cooper, the document 

conclusively demonstrates that a reputed 

Third World War commenced in 1954; the 

war pits a shadowy organization known as 

the Bilderberg Group against the 
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governments of the world. The Bilderberg 

Group uses a method of warfare known as 

"quiet war"—their weapons are information, 

disinformation and control, instead of 

traditional explosives. 

 

Chapter 2 "Secret Societies and the New 
World Order" Summary and Analysis 

Chapter two presents a rather cohesive 

analysis of secret societies and their 

typical composition. Such societies have 

always existed, and they function primarily 

because all people want to belong to such 

societies because they want to feel that 
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they are a member of an elite group 

possessed of superior knowledge. The 

societies are based around repetitive 

levels of ritual and secret initiation. This 

ensures that most members of the lower 

circles of the society will never progress 

and are simply uninformed labor to be 

exploited by the upper circles of the 

society. 

Cooper alleges that the original secret 

society was known as the Brotherhood of 

the Snake, a society based upon the 

worship of the Judeo-Christian, Lucifer, 

who is considered to be the source of... 
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Chapter 3 "Oath of Initiation of an 

Unidentified Secret Order" Summary and 

Analysis 

Chapter 3 presents a document, which 

Cooper received from an anonymous 

woman. It purports to be an oath of 

allegiance to the Jesuits or to the Knights 

of Malta. In the oath, the recipient is bound 

to the society upon pain of death and 

everlasting torment and agrees to freely 

and wholly subjugate his personal will to 

that of his superiors. He agrees that the 

relentless murder and torture of anyone 

outside of the society is not sinful or 
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wrong and promises to always do what is 

in the best interest of the society on pain 

of death. One strange aspect of the oath is 

that the recipient declares that it applies to 

them "even as a corpse or cadaver 

(perinde ac cadaver)"  

 

Chapter 4 "Secret Treaty of Verona" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter 4 presents extracted text from the 

Congressional Record—Senate, 1916. The 

document cited and quoted in the 

Congressional Record was originally 

printed in The American Diplomatic Code, 
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1778-1884. The text records a senate 

conversation about a secret European 

treaty agreed to in 1822, by Austria, France, 

Prussia, and Russia. The treaty resulted in 

the establishment of the Monroe Doctrine. 

Cooper concludes the chapter by arguing 

that the Secret Treaty of Verona 

demonstrates the existence of the so-

called Black Nobility. That is, the European 

monarchical dynasties were deposed 

publicly but continued to actually rule 

behind the scenes. Through to the modern 

day, hereditary, but secret, kings and 

princes lord over Europe, using 
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parliaments and elections as a farcical 

cover to mollify the public's sense of fair 

play. 

 

Chapter 5 "Good-by USA, Hello New World 
Order" Summary and Analysis 

Chapter 5 begins with an introduction of 

United States Constitutional law. The 

section is concise and very basic; in 

essence, it establishes that the United 

States government is divided into three 

principle branches: legislative, executive, 

and judicial. The three branches 

supposedly form a balance of power 
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which keeps the government in check and 

ensures that the citizenry's collective 

rights are observed. Cooper then states 

that since the Civil War the United States 

has operated under martial law. 

The executive branch of the government is 

charged with enforcing the law but has 

usurped the power of the legislative 

branch by actually making law on many 

occasions. The most egregious example 

of executive lawmaking occurs with the 

National Security Directives (NSD) issued 

by the president. Cooper offers a catalog 

of... 
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Chapter 6 "H.R. 4079 and FEMA Federal 
Emergency Management Agency" 
Summary and Analysis 

The Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) is a governmental 

organization, which ostensibly seeks to 

respond to national emergencies by 

providing material and technical 

assistance to local and State 

governmental organizations. Cooper 

enumerates several Presidential Executive 

Orders that relate to FEMA and its power; 

he then alleges that the true purpose of 

FEMA is to assume the complete control 

of the national government at a moment's 
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notice. FEMA is so constituted that if the 

President of the United States declares a 

state of national emergency, FEMA is de 

facto in control of all governmental 

resources. The short, initial section of the 

chapter is a transcription of an audio tape 

that Cooper recorded c. 1990; as such, the 

text is somewhat choppy and the details 

are... 

Chapter 7 "Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 H.R. 
5210, P.L. 100-690" Summary and Analysis 

Cooper analyzes H.R. 5210 in this brief 

chapter; he notes the law is "366 pages of 

very small print" (p. 158) and comments 
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that he found much of it unintelligible. He 

argues, however, that the law is not aimed 

at drug control but, instead, seeks to 

enforce mind control on a grand scale in 

preparation for the emergence of a police 

state. Cooper's analysis is spotty and 

irregular and his conclusions do not derive 

logically from the facts presented. In brief, 

he enumerates the law's sectional titles, 

discusses some types of equipment 

appropriated by the law and comments on 

the funds discussed. He concludes that 

the law is treasonous and urges resistance 

to it. 
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Chapter 8 "Are the Sheep Ready to Shear?" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter 8 consists of a single page of text 

which comments on an Oklahoma State 

law that requires extensive, formal 

registration of belongings for tax-

assessment purposes. Among those 

items which must be enumerated are 

firearms; hence the tax law is decried as a 

form of de facto gun registration. Cooper 

urges armed and violent opposition to the 

law and surmises that it is promulgated as 

a local 'test case' for a similar national 

agenda, and he decries Federalism as 

treason. 
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Chapter 9 "Anatomy of an Alliance" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter nine's focus returns to the theme 

of chapters one and two, namely the 

Bilderberg Group. Cooper argues that no 

one power group could possibly dominate 

the entire world because they would be 

opposed by all other power groups. Thus, 

only an alliance of existing power groups 

could truly dominate the world and 

establish a totalitarian new world order. 

This alliance did, in fact, form in response 

to several global developments, principle 

among which was the 1941-1955 "baby 

boom," or rapid global population growth. 
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This rapid growth threatens the ability of 

Secret Governments to manage the 

population; Cooper does not explain why 

increased population is inherently difficult 

to control but simply asserts it as fact. 

Thus, existing governments are alarmed 

by population growth and find it 

threatening. Various studies were 

commissioned.. 

 

Chapter 10 "Lessons from Lithuania" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter 10 is very brief—only a few pages 

in length. Cooper states that he originally 
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had intended to write a lengthy chapter 

about the fallacy of gun control and the 

importance of the Second Amendment. 

Instead, he feels that the history of 

Lithuania presents a more compelling 

argument in favor of gun rights and 

therefore presents a concise letter written 

by one Neal Knox. The rather sketchy 

account states that in 1990, Russian 

troops seized all Lithuanian private arms 

under a legal pretext. Since that date 

Lithuania has been entirely subjected to 

Russian political whims and outrages. 

Cooper concludes the chapter with the 
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editorial comment that anyone who 

attempts to subvert the Second 

Amendment is a traitor and should be 

arrested and tried for treason. 

 

Chapter 11 "Coup de Grace" Summary and 
Analysis 

Chapter eleven presents a telephone 

conversation between William Cooper and 

Randall Terpstra; the chapter is presented 

as if it was a transcription from an audio 

tape but appears to be a semi-fictive re-

creation of the conversation as 

remembered by Cooper. The conversation 
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is dated as having occurred after mid 1989. 

In the conversation, Terpstra responds to 

Cooper's public allegations that the 

resignation of President Nixon had actually 

been a military coup d'ytat (Cooper 

erroneously refers to it as a coup de grace). 

Terpstra claims to be an ex-military man 

who had received communications in the 

military instructing him to disregard any 

orders issued from the White House 

during the tumultuous period of the Nixon 

resignation. As the chapter is Cooper's 

memory of Terpstra's memory of a long-
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past event, it is necessarily sketchy and 

not... 

Chapter 12 "The Secret Government" 
Summary and Analysis 

Chapter twelve develops the central 

theories of Cooper's text and attempts, 

fairly unsuccessfully, to synthesize the 

topics of the preceding chapters. The 

chapter contains an assortment of 

materials including previously published 

papers and delivered speeches; these are 

interspersed with later authorial and 

editorial comments. Various typefaces are 

used as well as extensive capitalization, 
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which is apparently intended to convey 

significant meaning. Overall, the chapter is 

confused and poorly structured; in these 

aspects, at least, it is consistent with the 

remainder of the text. Finally, Chapter 

twelve introduces Cooper's alien and UFO-

based theories into the narrative structure. 

Between 1947 and 1952, sixteen alien 

spaceships, sixty-five alien bodies, and one 

live alien were recovered by the Federal 

government. This unprecedented series of 

events caused the United States Federal 

government to engage in the wholesale 

deception of the... 
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